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our white papers - learn more about
food quality, safety & sustainability
UNDERSTANDING SUSTAINABILITY IN
FISH AND SEAFOOD
Recently published, SGS’s white paper
‘Understanding Sustainability in the Fish
and Seafood Industry and the Related
Certification Schemes and Consumer
Guides’ explores the industry’s approach
to sustainability and generating
consumer conference.

reaching a harmonised understanding
of sustainability across the industry.
Seafood is essential to the world’s ability
to feed the human population; adopting
a long-term vision and investing in
sustainability can only help to define its
future.

This paper discusses the current state of
global seafood stocks and how to meet
current demand without endangering
their future, including the difficulties in

Download your copy of: ‘Understanding
Sustainability in Fish and Seafood: White
Paper’.

MANAGING PERFORMANCE IN FOOD
SUPPLY CHAINS
SGS has recently published the white
paper ‘Managing Performance in Food
Supply Chains’. It discusses the impacts,
opportunities and challenges arising from
managing food supply chain performance
and protecting both producer and
supplier reputations.
In addition, it provides an overview
of steps that can be taken to

prevent adverse food supply chain
related incidents and to increase the
performance of supply chains. Taking
these actions has the additional benefit
of protecting and enhancing the
reputation of the organisations involved.
Download your copy of: ‘Managing
Performance in Food Supply Chains:
White Paper’.

To view more white papers from SGS experts please visit the SGS White Paper Library.

sgs food Webinars
For a complete list of SGS seminars, courses and webinars, please check our events calendar.
webinar title

topic

language

Webinar status & link

Meeting Food Safety Requirements for Packaging
Manufacture

Packaging and Food
Safety

English

Access webinar recording at:
www.sgs.com/foodpackagingwebinar

UTZ Certified – Sustainable Agriculture and
Traceability for Coffee, Cocoa and Tea

UTZ

English

Access webinar recording at:
www.sgs.com/UTZwebinar

GFSI Update

GFSI UPdate

English

Access webinar recording at:
www.sgs.com/GFSIwebinar

The FSSC 22000 Scheme

FSSC 22000

English

Access webinar recording at:
www.sgs.com/FSSC22000webinar

FSSC 22000 with PAS 223

FSSC 22000

English

Register for this April 23 webinar at: www.sgs.com/foodwebinars

BRC IOP for Packaging

BRC

English

Register for this April 24 webinar at: www.sgs.com/foodwebinars

ISO 22000 + PAS 222 for Animal Feed

ISO 22000 + PAS 222

English

Register for this May 28 webinar at: www.sgs.com/foodwebinars

